We describe the capabilities of and algorithms used in a new FPGA CAD tool, Versatile Place and Route (VPR). In terms of minimizing routing area, VPR outperforms all published FPGA place and route tools to which we can compare. Although the algorithms used are based on previously known approaches, we present several enhancements that improve run-time and quality. We present placement and routing results on a new set of large circuits to allow future benchmark comparisons of FPGA place and route tools on circuit sizes more typical of today's industrial designs.
Introduction
In FPGA research, one must typically evaluate the utility of new architectural features experimentally. That is, benchmark circuits are technology mapped, placed and routed onto the FPGA architectures of interest, and measures of the architecture's quality, such as speed or area, can then readily be extracted. Accordingly, there is considerable need for flexible CAD tools that can target a wide variety of FPGA architectures efficiently, and hence allow fair comparisons of the architectures. This paper describes the Versatile Place and Route (VPR) tool, which has been designed to be flexible enough to allow comparison of many different FPGA architectures. VPR can perform placement and either global routing or combined global and detailed routing. It is publicly available from http://www.eecg.toronto.edu/~jayar/software.html.
In order to make meaningful FPGA architecture comparisons, it is essential that the CAD tools used to map circuits into each architecture are of high quality. The routing phase of VPR outperforms all previously published FPGA routers for which standard benchmarks results are available, and that the combination of VPR's placer and router outperforms all published combinations of FPGA placement and routing tools. 2 The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe some of the features of VPR and the range of FPGA architectures with which it may be used. In Sections 3 and 4 we describe the placement and routing algorithms. In Section 5, we compare the number of tracks required by VPR to successfully route circuits with that required by other published tools. In Section 6 we conclude and outline some future 2 of 10 enhancements which will be made to VPR. Figure 1 outlines the VPR CAD flow. The inputs to VPR consist of a technologymapped netlist and a text file describing the FPGA architecture. VPR can place the circuit, or a pre-existing placement can be read in. VPR can then perform either a global route or a combined global/detailed route of the placement. VPR's output consists of the placement and routing, as well as statistics useful in assessing the utility of an FPGA architecture, such as routed wirelength, track count, and maximum net length.
Overview of VPR
Some of the architectural parameters that can be specified in the architecture description file are:
• the number of logic block inputs and outputs, • the side(s) of the logic block from which each input and output is accessible, • the logical equivalence between various input and output pins (e.g. all LUT inputs are functionally equivalent), • the number of I/O pads that fit into one row or one column of the FPGA, and • the dimensions of the logic block array (e.g. 23 x 30 logic blocks). In addition, if global routing is to be performed, one can also specify:
• the relative widths of horizontal and vertical channels, and • the relative widths of the channels in different regions of the FPGA. Finally, if combined global and detailed routing is to be performed, one also specifies:
• the switch block [1] architecture (i.e. how the routing tracks are interconnected),
• the number of tracks to which each logic block input pin connects (F c [1] ), • the F c value for logic block outputs, and • the F c value for I/O pads. The current architecture description format does not allow segments that span more than one logic block to be included in the routing architecture, but we are presently adding this feature. Adding new routing architecture features to VPR is relatively easy, since VPR uses the architecture description to create a routing resource graph. Every routing track and every pin in the architecture becomes a node in this graph, and the graph edges represent the allowable connections. The router, graphics visualiza- Finally, VPR's built-in graphics allow interactive visualization of the placement, the routing, the available routing resources and the possible ways of interconnecting the routing resources.
The VPACK Logic Block Packer / Netlist Translator
VPACK reads in a blif format netlist of a circuit that has been technology-mapped to LUTs and flip-flops, packs the LUTs and flip flops into the desired FPGA logic block, and outputs a netlist in VPR's netlist format. VPACK can target a logic block consisting of one LUT and one FF, as shown in Figure 2 , as this is a common FPGA logic element. VPACK is also capable of targeting logic blocks that contain several LUTs and several flip flops, with or without shared LUT inputs [6] . These "clusterbased" logic blocks are similar to those employed in recent FPGAs by Altera, Xilinx and Lucent Technologies.
Placement Algorithm
VPR uses the simulated annealing algorithm [7] for placement. We have experimented with several different cost functions, and found that what we call a linear congestion cost function provides the best results in a reasonable computation time [8] . The functional form of this cost function is where the summation is over all the nets in the circuit. For each net, bb x and bb y denote the horizontal and vertical spans of its bounding box, respectively. The q(n) factor compensates for the fact that the bounding box wire length model underestimates the wiring necessary to connect nets with more than three terminals, as suggested in [10] . Its value depends on the number of terminals of net n; q is 1 for nets with 3 or fewer terminals, and slowly increases to 2.79 for nets with 50 terminals. C av,x (n) and C av,y (n) are the average channel capacities (in tracks) in the x and y directions, respectively, over the bounding box of net n. This cost function penalizes placements which require more routing in areas of the FPGA that have narrower channels. All the results in this paper, however, are obtained with FPGAs in which all channels have the same capacity. In this case C av is a con- A good annealing schedule is essential to obtain high-quality solutions in a reasonable computation time with simulated annealing. We have developed a new annealing schedule which leads to very high-quality placements, and in which the annealing parameters automatically adjust to different cost functions and circuit sizes. We compute the initial temperature in a manner similar to [11] . Let N blocks be the total number of logic blocks plus the number of I/O pads in a circuit. We first create a random placement of the circuit. Next we perform N blocks moves (pairwise swaps) of logic blocks or I/O pads, and compute the standard deviation of the cost of these N blocks different configurations. The initial temperature is set to 20 times this standard deviation, ensuring that initially virtually any move is accepted at the start of the anneal.
As in [12] , the default number of moves evaluated at each temperature is . This default number can be overridden on the command line, however, to allow different CPU time / placement quality tradeoffs. Reducing the number of moves per temperature by a factor of 10, for example, speeds up placement by a factor of 10 and reduces final placement quality by only about 10%. When the temperature is so high that almost any move is accepted, we are essentially moving randomly from one placement to another and little improvement in cost is obtained. Conversely, if very few moves are being accepted (due to the temperature being low and the current placement being of fairly high quality), there is also little improvement in cost. With this motivation in mind, we propose a new temperature update schedule which increases the amount of time spent at temperatures where a significant fraction of, but not all, moves are being accepted. A new temperature is computed as T new = α T old , where the value of α depends on the fraction of attempted moves that were accepted (R accept ) at T old , as shown in Table 1 .
Finally, it was shown in [12, 13] that it is desirable to keep R accept near 0.44 for as long as possible. We accomplish this by using the value of R accept to control a range limiter --only interchanges of blocks that are less than or equal to D limit units apart in the x and y directions are attempted. A small value of D limit increases R accept by ensuring that only blocks which are close together are considered for swapping. These "local swaps" tend to result in relatively small changes in the placement cost, increasing their likelihood of acceptance. Initially, D limit is set to the entire chip. Whenever the temperature is reduced, the value of D limit is updated according to , and then clamped to the range 1 ≤ D limit ≤ Finally, the anneal is terminated when T < 0.005 * Cost / N nets . The movement of a logic block will always affect at least one net. When the temperature is less than a small fraction of the average cost of a net, it is unlikely that any move that results in a cost increase will be accepted, so we terminate the anneal.
Routing Algorithm
VPR's router is based on the Pathfinder negotiated congestion algorithm [14, 8] . Basically, this algorithm initially routes each net by the shortest path it can find, regardless of any overuse of wiring segments or logic block pins that may result. One iteration of the router consists of sequentially ripping-up and re-routing (by the lowest cost path found) every net in the circuit. The cost of using a routing resource is a function of the current overuse of that resource and any overuse that occurred in prior routing iterations. By gradually increasing the cost of oversubscribed routing resources, the algorithm forces nets with alternative routes to avoid using oversubscribed resources, leaving only the net that most needs a given resource behind.
For the experimental results in this paper we set the maximum number of router iterations to 45; if a circuit has not successfully routed in a given number of tracks in 45 iterations it is assumed to be unroutable with channels of that width. To avoid overly circuitous routes and to save CPU time, we allow the routing of a net to go at most 3 channels outside the bounding box of the net terminals.
One important implementation detail deserves mention. Both the original Pathfinder algorithm and VPR's router use Dijkstra's algorithm (i.e. a maze router [15] ) to connect each net. For a k terminal net, the maze router is invoked k-1 times to perform all the required connections. In the first invocation, the maze routing wavefront expands out from the net source until it reaches any one of the k-1 net sinks. The path from source to sink is now the first part of this net's routing. The maze routing wavefront is emptied, and a new wavefront expansion is started from the entire net routing found thus far. After k-1 invocations of the maze router all k terminals of the net will be connected.
Unfortunately, this approach requires considerable CPU time for high-fanout nets. High-fanout nets usually span most or all of the FPGA. Therefore, in the latter invocations of the maze router the partial routing used as the net source will be very large, and it will take a long time to expand the maze router wavefront out to the next sink. Fortunately there is a more efficient method. When a net sink is reached, add all the routing resource segments required to connect the sink and the current partial routing to the wavefront (i.e. the expansion list) with a cost of 0. Do not empty the current maze routing wavefront; just continue expanding normally. Since the new path added to the partial routing has a cost of zero, the maze router will expand around it at first. Since this new path is typically fairly small, it will take relatively little time to add this new wavefront, and the next sink will be reached much more quickly than if the entire wavefront expansion had been started from scratch. Figure 3 illustrates the difference graphically.
Experimental Results
The various FPGA parameters used in this section were always chosen to allow a direct comparison with previously published results. All the results in this section were obtained with a logic block consisting of a 4-input LUT plus a flip flop, as shown in Figure 2 . The clock net was not routed in sequential circuits, as it is usually routed via a dedicated routing network in commercial FPGAs. Each LUT input appears on one side of the logic block, while the logic block output is accessible from both the bottom and right sides, as shown in Figure 4 . Each logic block input or output can connect to any track in the adjacent channel(s) (i.e. F c = W). Each wire segment can connect to three other wiring segments at channel intersections (i.e F s = 3) and the switch box topology is "disjoint" --that is, a wiring segment in track 0 connects only to other wiring segments in track 0 and so on.
Experimental Results with Input Pin Doglegs
Most previous FPGA routing results have assumed that "input pin doglegs" are possible. If the connection box between an input pin and the tracks to which it connects consists of F c independent pass transistors controlled by F c SRAM bits, it is possible to turn on two of these switches in order to electrically connect two tracks via the input pin. We will refer to this as an input pin dogleg. Commercial FPGAs, however, implement the connection box from an input pin to a channel via a multiplexer, so only one track may be connected to the input pin. Using a multiplexer rather than independent pass transistors saves considerable area in the FPGA layout. As well, normally there is a buffer between a track and the connection block multiplexers to which it connects in order to improve speed; this buffer also means that input pin doglegs can not be used. Therefore, while we allow input pin doglegs in this section in order to make a fair comparison with past results, it would be best if in the future FPGA routers were tested without input pin doglegs. In this section we compare the minimum number of tracks per channel required for a successful routing by various CAD tools on a set of 9 benchmark circuits. 1 All the results in Table 2 are obtained by routing a placement produced by Altor [16] , a mincut based placement tool. Three of the columns consist of two-step (global then detailed) routing, while the other routers perform combined global and detailed routing. VPR requires 10% fewer tracks than the second best router, and the third best router consists of VPR's global route phase plus SEGA for detailed routing. Table 3 lists the number of tracks required to implement these benchmarks when new CAD tools are allowed to both place and route the circuits. The size column lists the number of logic blocks in each circuit. VPR uses 13% fewer tracks when it performs combined global and detailed routing than it does when SEGA is used to perform detailed routing on a a VPR-generated global route. FPR, which performs placement and global routing simultaneously in an attempt to improve routability, requires 87% more total tracks than VPR. Finally, allowing VPR to place the circuits instead of forcing it to use the Altor placements reduces the number of tracks VPR requires to route them by 40%, indicating that VPR's simulated annealing based placer is considerably better than the Altor min-cut placer. Table 4 compares the performance of VPR with that of the SPLACE/SROUTE tool 1. These benchmarks are available for download at http://www.eecg.toronto.edu/~lemieux/sega. set, which does not allow input pin doglegs. When both tools are only allowed to route an Altor-generated placement VPR requires 13% fewer tracks than SROUTE. When the tools are allowed to both place and route the circuits, VPR requires 29% fewer tracks than the SPLACE/SROUTE combination. Both VPR and SPLACE are based on simulated annealing. We believe the VPR placer outperforms SPLACE partially because it handles high-fanout nets more efficiently, allowing more moves to be evaluated in a given time, and partially because of its more efficient annealing schedule.
Experimental Results Without Input Pin Doglegs

Experimental Results on Large Circuits
The benchmarks used in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 range in size from 54 to 358 logic blocks, and accordingly are too small to be very representative of today's FPGAs. Therefore, in this section we present experimental results for the 20 largest MCNC benchmark circuits [27] , which range in size from 1047 to 8383 logic blocks. We use Flowmap [28] to technology map each circuit to 4-LUTs and flip flops, and VPACK to Table 5 compares the number of tracks required to place and completely route circuits with VPR with the number required to place and globally route the circuits with VPR and then perform detailed routing with SEGA [23] . Table 5 also gives the size of each circuit, in terms of the number of logic blocks. The entries in the SEGA column with a ≥ sign could not be successfully routed because SEGA ran out of memory. Using SEGA to perform detailed routing on a global route generated by VPR increases the total number of tracks required to route the circuits by over 68% vs. having VPR perform the routing completely. Clearly SEGA has difficulty routing large circuits when input pin doglegs are not allowed.
To encourage other FPGA researchers to publish routing results using these larger benchmarks, we issue the following "FPGA challenge." Each time verified results which beat the previously best verified results on these benchmarks are announced, we will pay the authors $1 (sorry, $1 Cdn., not $1 U.S.) for each track by which they reduce the total number of tracks required from that of the previously best results. The technology-mapped netlists, the placements generated by VPR and the currently best routing track total are available at http://www.eecg.toronto.edu/~jayar/software.html.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a new FPGA placement and routing tool that outperforms all such tools to which we can make direct comparisons. In addition we have presented benchmark results on much larger circuits than have typically been used to characterize academic FPGA place and route tools. We hope the next generation of FPGA CAD tools will be compared on the basis of these larger benchmarks, as they are a closer approximation of the kind of problems being mapped into today's FPGAs.
One of the main design goals for VPR was to keep the tool flexible enough to allow its use in many FPGA architectural studies. We are currently working on several improvements to VPR to further increase its utility in FPGA architecture research. In the near future VPR will support buffered and segmented routing structures, and soon after that we plan to add a timing analyzer and timing-driven routing.
